Google Corporation©
Khotso House
18 Marshall
Street Johannesburg
South Africa

 
Dear Winner

 
WINNING NUMBER:GZA/877/798/4022
BATCH NUMBER:GZA/699/33/1988
 

It is obvious that this notification will come to you as a surprise but please find time to read it carefully as we congratulate you over your success in the following official publication of results of the E-mail electronic online Sweepstakes organized by the Google Incorporation, in conjunction with the foundation for the promotion of software products, (F.P.S.) held here in South Africa. Wherein your email address emerged as one of the online Winning emails in the 2nd category and therefore attracted a cash award of $950,000.00USD.Nine Hundred and Fifty Thousand United State Dollars}.

 
Google being the world leading search engine worldwide, and in an effort to make sure that it remains the most widely used search engine, an online beta e-mail promotion was carried out recently in South Africa, hence you were contacted in view of this. Please note that your email address was provided to us by the W3C on request amongst other email addresses currently from Europe,America,Asia,Africa and Middle East present on the internet,but your email address emerged as the lucky email.



You have therefore won the entire sum of $950,000.00USD (Nine Hundred And Fifty Thousand United State Dollars) and also a certificate of prize claims will be sent along side .You are advised to contact the Foreign Transfer Manager with the following details to avoid unnecessary delay and complications:

 
Google Corporation©
Verification Manager.
Mr. Oscar Armando
TEL/ FAX:  0027 724 685 574
E-mail :( london.executive@th2you.com)

VERIFICATION AND FUNDS RELEASE FORM.

(1) Your Full Name/Sex.


(2) Your Tel/Fax numbers.

 
(3) Your Nationality/Country.

 
(4) Your contact address.
 
Google Corporation has discovered a huge number of double claims due to winners informing close friends relatives and third parties about their winning and also  sharing their pin numbers. As a result of this, these friends try to claim the lottery on behalf of the real winners. The Google Online Team has reached a decision from headquarters that any double claim discovered by the Lottery Board will result to the canceling of that particular winning, making a loss for both the double claimer and the real winner, as it is taken that the real winner was the informer to the double claimer about the lottery.So you are hereby strongly advised once more to keep your winnings strictly confidential until you claim your prize.

 
N:B This is not a Lottery, it is a promotion therefore if we discover any abuse or false pretense you will be disqualified, banned and sanction appropriately, hence confidentiality is advised.

 
Congratulations from the Staffs & Members of the Google Interactive Lotteries Board Commission.

 
Yours Sincerely,
Eric Schmidt.
2012 Google Corporation©

